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Legal writing
best in nation
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
U.S. News & World Report ranked
the legal writing program at the Seattle
University School of Law number one
in the nation for 2012.
With a faculty of internationally
recognized scholars and an innovative
curriculum that engages law students in
three semesters of legal research, analy-
sis and writing, the legal writing pro-
gram has consistently ranked among the -
highest since its inception more than
30 years ago.
But as the incoming associate di-
rector of the program Mary Bowman
explained, the title of the program is
somewhat misleading because writing
is only one'of three primary subjects
students focus on.
Within the program, students learn
how to find the law, how to apply the
law to a particular client’s problem,
and how to communicate their le-
gal analysis effectively for a
particular audience.
Bowman said she attribut- I
ed the recognition in part to HI
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Health Center struggles with misdiagnoses, availability
Kellie Cox
Senior Staff Writer
Despite student complaints of mis-
diagnosis, poor scheduling and general
miscommunication, a recent survey told
the Student Health Center (SHC) staff
that patient satisfaction was above aver-
age
last
year.
Rec Fest
hits campus
Kateri Town | The Spectator
According to the results of the
Student Health Center 2011 Medical
Services Survey, 98 percent of 200 pa-
tients surveyed said they would rec-
ommend the Health Center to others.
Seventy-eight percent gave the practice
an “excellent” rating. However, the sur-
vey respondents were all patients and the
paper survey was given to patients during
Chihuly museum opens at Seattle Center
Kateri Town | The Spectator
A Chihuly glasswork hangs inside the glasshouse in the Chihuly garden and glass exhibition hall. The garden stands beneath the
Space Needle and provides guests with a relaxing walk through his work.
Sundborg helps pick poetry for library
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J., may be
known for keeping Seattle University in
Being president has led me to an
appreciation of poetry.
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
University President
The gender gap at Seattle U
thespectator
their appointments.
Despite such statistics, mention of
the SHC to some of the thousands of
students who are not represented in the
survey is often met with tales of frustrat-
ing experiences.
Maura O’Connor, director of the
SHC, explained the reason for such criti-
cism in one sentence:
order or giving a great speech, but many
do not know that the president has a soft
spot for poetry.
Finding his passion for poetry 10 years
ago, Sundborg now starts every morning
since 1933
“There’s 7,000 students on cam-
pus and there’s three full-time nurse
practitioners.”
According to O’Connor, the SHC’s
alleged shortcomings, specifically its lim-
ited space, inadequate hours
and small staff, are “primarily
budgetary.” The center’s bud-
get cannot adequately support ?;
by quietly reading for 15 minutes to help
center himself for the rest of his day.
“Being president has led me to an ap-
preciation of poetry,” said Sundborg. “It
may have been the stress or pressure of
being in my type ofrole ofresponsibility,
but I like to find a place to sink my roots
down quietly each day.”
Sundborg can usually be spotted in
the library on Sundays, sitting in the
study carrel and reading.
Once Seattle U Librarian JohnPopko
found about Sundborg’s grow-
ing interest in the literature, he
came up with an idea to take
Sundborg along on a shopping Hmm
Edible plants on campus 15
Soccer teams look forward to fall 16
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Satisfaction high despite perceived inadequacies
IMIPI a large-scale, fully function-
«|HI ing health clinic. With hos-
■HyB pitals outlining the campus
border, O’Connor believes
that the SHC was never meant to func-
tion the same way as clinics found at
rural universities.
According to Assistant to the Vice
President of Student Development Tim
Wilson, the SHC’s budget is $341,000
this year, an increase from last year’s
$333,000. During the annual budget
deliberations, school officials reevalu-
ate this budget in light of the upcom-
ing year’s estimated co-pay revenue as
I think I was just having
bad acid reflux. I just
popped some Turns and
moved on with my life.
well as any anticipated employment or
mission changes.
Despite the budget increase this year,
some students have cited several concerns
regarding the helpfulness and function-
ality of the SHC. Misdiagnosis is one
such concern.
Sophomore Adriana Julia went to the
SHC with complaints of intense stom-
ach pains in October. When the nurse
practitioner learned that Julia was sexu-
ally active, Julia was asked to take a
pregnancy test.
“I knew for a fact I was not pregnant
because it was that certain time of the
month.
... Theywere like, ‘Well, we’re go-
ing to need you to take it anyway.’ So they
made me take a pregnancy test, which
came back negative. I could’ve told them
that,” said Julia.
Julia was charged $5 for the pregnancy
test. The nurse practitioner then insisted
that she be tested for gonorrhea, which
also yielded negative results. The real
cause of her stomach pains was much
less dire.
“I think I was just having bad acid re-
flux. I just popped some Turns and moved
on with my life,” Julia said.
In another instance, sophomore Daniel
Carr said that when a friend developed an
ear infection, the SHC asserted that noth-
ing was wrong. The infection worsened
and the student landed in the hospital.
All of the Health Center’s nurse prac-
titioners are board certified and licensed.
O’Connor, who has been a nurse for 20
years,
feels they are all competent profes-
sionals. In the case of incorrect diagno-
ses, O’Connor explained that diagnosis
is based on both laboratory analysis and
intuition. If a lab analysis is declined due
to cost, the nurse practitioners must refer
to the clinical evidence alone.
“Anywhere you go people get misdi-
agnosed. People go to the ER and people
get misdiagnosed. ... I would say the vast
majority of the students who come here
are correctly diagnosed,” O’Connor said.
In contrast to poor experiences like
Julia’s, the SHC correctly diagnosed ju-
nior Peter Sacotte with tendonitis last fall.
He saw immediate improvement once he
began taking the prescribed Naproxen.
Most of the Medical Services Survey
respondents felt the same as Sacotte about
their diagnoses at the SHC. Eighty-
five percent of respondents rated the
thoroughness of their examination as
May 30, 2012
Adriana Julia
Sophomore
“excellent;” however, it is unclear when
the respondents turned in their surveys
and if they knew whether or not they
had been misdiagnosed before the survey
was completed.
Last academic year, the SHC provided
about 5,600 patient appointments, ac-
cording to the Student Health Center
2010-2011 Annual Report. On average,
the Health Center saw 23 appointments
daily, most of which O’Connor believes
were held within 24 hours of the patient’s
initial appointment request. Some stu-
dents, however, have not found this to
be the case.
Sacotte said that fellow students were
surprised when he easily secured appoint-
ments at the SHC.
“I remember a lot of people saying,
‘Wow, I can’t believe they even helped
you at all,”’ said Sacotte.
Freshman Sam Asher said that a friend
was forced to go to the Emergency Room
when he or she was unsuccessful in
scheduling an urgent appointment with
the SHC.
“They’re really slow. You can’t get an
appointment,” said sophomore Olivia
Kirby.
According to O’Connor, the primary
cause of these scheduling difficulties is
that the size of the SHC is not equipped
to address the needs of every Seattle U
student.
“I don’t think the university ever
Seattle University’s Student Health Center, pictured on May 21, has been the source of
recent student complaints regarding misdiagnoses and long wait times for appointment
slots. Some students have noted that they are no longer sick by the time the Health
Center is able to see them.
HEALTH CENTER
anticipated that we would be required
to see every-student, every ill visit,”
O’Connor said.
Furthermore, O’Connor believes that
students need to take more responsibil-
ity for their own health and call earlier
in the morning to schedule a same-day
appointment, which are claimed quickly.
Not only have students found appoint-
ments difficult to secure, but also diffi-
cult to retain. The SHC cancels appoint-
ments on the spot ifa student arrives late.
O’Connor explained that the reason-
ing behind this stringent schedule is a
student desire for quick diagnosis. When
The clinic’s director attributes
any shortcomings to a
too-small budget.
the SHC is running behind, students
with classes to attend become “irate.”
“We consciously tell people to come
10 minutes early and we give them
that 10-minute grace period. If they’re
then [late to] their appointment, that
means they’re 10 minutes plus late. For
a 15-minute appointment, that’s just im-
possible,” O’Connor said.
Many other students have had no
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
trouble scheduling appointments.
Freshman Abigail Dunlay went in for a
nasal drip problem earlier this year and
said that the staffwas “quick” to get her
in and out of the SHC.
According to the Medical Services
Survey, 79 percent of respondents rated
the “ease of making appointments” as “ex-
cellent.” However, the survey only repre-
sented those students who were successful
in scheduling appointments in the first
place.
Beyond sick visits, students have
also expressed dissatisfaction with the
SHC administratively.
A number of complaints have indi-
cated that some of the employees are
“rude,” the receptionists in particular.
Other interpretations of the reception-
ists’ behavior, specifically the student re-
sponses included in the Annual Report,
suggest that the receptionists are simply
“firm enough to manage difficult people”
and do a “fantastic job.”
The SHC also assists the university
with managing the undergraduate re-
quired insurance, a duty with which some
students are dissatisfied.
When freshman Alison Williams tore
her meniscus for the second time, she
went to the SHC for a referral. After the
clinic did not inform her that she had to
submit an insurance claim, she was hit
with a $1,300 bill. Her insurance covered
nothing.
“I just wish they would have ex-
plained more because it was unclear,”
said Williams.
To remedy all of the above frustra-
tions, O’Connor would like to see an
increased budget that would allow the
SHC to expand into a larger space and
increase its staff. According to O’Connor,
many students would like to see the clinic
open 24/7.
Despite this hope for expansion, which
is shared among SHC staff, students and
Seattle U administrators, the desired im-
provements have yet to be made because
of “competing needs” at the university.
Moving into a larger space that could
house more nurse practitioners has been
discussed for years. According to Wilson,
the university is still “looking for the
right time.”
“Health and wellness always has to
be a priority. Students can’t function if
they’re not well. ... If [the SHC says],
Satisfaction surveys reflect
that many students are
happy with clinic’s services.
‘We need this, that and the other,’ we’re
definitely going to listen and do our
best to make them a higher priority,”
Wilson said.
Many students think that the SHC
is already providing the high quality
health and wellness care that the Seattle
U community would like to see. Michelle
Bjorkstam, sophomore, found her experi-
ences at the SHC to be “awesome” and
more than satisfactory.
“The nurse practitioners are caring,”
said Bjorkstam. “[The SHC] takes the ap-
pointment as an opportunity to educate
about wellness in a broader sense.”
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
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Sears knows the changes he’s
planning won’t be easy. He will
have to work closely with design-
ers in reworking the structure of
the paper and writers will have
to be trained to rethink how they
write their articles.
4
Writing program gives law grads a competitive edge
piWtllB three of the program’s
■■■!■ senior faculty: Anne
Enquist, Christopher
Rideout and Laurel
Oates, who were each among
the earliest and most distin-
guished pioneers in the field of
legal writing.
All threehave been teaching at
the School of Law for more than
30 years and together they found-
ed the Legal Writing Institute, a
nonprofit organization dedicated
to improving legal writing and
the second largest organization
of law professors in the U.S.
“The members of the legal
writing faculty are very well-
known around the country and
the world. Two of us have writ-
ten five different textbooks ...
and essentially everyone who is
a permanent faculty member is
New editor plans to raise The Spectator’s sex appeal
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Next year, The Spectator will
be sexier.
Kelton Sears, the incoming
editor-in-chief, plans to add more
color and longer stories to the pa-
per in
order to hopefully provide
students with morp incentive
to read.
“Seattle University is looking
for something a little sexy,” he
said. “But also with substance.”
Currently, he is working with
the paper’s designers and photog-
raphers in order to completely
redesign the masthead and the
layout of the entire paper. There
will be fewer stories but they will
be longer, with writers focusing
more on writing reflective and
investigative in-depth pieces.
With changes in design and
the spectator news
a sought after speaker at confer-
ences,” said Enquist, who works
as both the director and the writ-
ing adviser of the program.
While the majority of
law schools teach legal writ-
ing only in the first year, the
Seattle U School of Law offers
a longer, three-semester pro-
gram which gives students an
opportunity to accomplish more
sophisticated work.
In fact, it was Seattle U’s
unique level ofdedication to legal
writing that interested Bowman
in teaching at the School of
Law. Even after graduating from
Stanford Law School, Bowman
said she realized her legal writ-
ing skills paled in comparison to
Seattle U graduates.
“After graduation I started
working for a federal judge. He
an increase in color, costs of The
Spectator will increase, but Sears
will balance that with decreas-
ing the number of issues that are
printed per week. The university
will have fewer copies but more
quality.
According to Sears, The
Spectator currently presents it-
self as a daily even though it’s a
weekly.
He hopes to change that.
“Basically I just want to make
a paper that students want to
read,” he said. “A people’s paper. A
student paper.”
Even as a journalism student,
Sears acknowledges that news
can be dull and reading news-
papers, tedious. Though blame
for this often goes to the public
for not being “newspaper liter-
ate” enough, Sears finds such
a statement silly. For him, the
had two current Seattle U law
students working with him, and
they were a year behind me in
school, but they clearly knew so
much more than I ever did about
how to do legal research and writ-
ing and applied legal analysis,”
she said.
The relatively small class sizes
for legal writing courses, rang-
ing from 18 to 20 students on
average, and the individualized
attention students receive from
their professors is a hallmark
of the institution, according
to Enquist.
“Many students are stunned
when they see how carefully
their professors have gone over
their writing and checked their
research and analysis,” she said.
Moreover, the specialized
training is known for giving
responsibility lies with journal-
ists and reporters to create a paper
that makes people eager to read.
I gave up something
pretty big and I did that
because I really want
to make this count.
to focus on this. I want
And read more than just the
Public Safety reports.
“As someone who’s written for
[The Spectator] for three years
who has a lot at
Kelton Sears
Incoming Editor-in-Chief
stake in this paper,
I get it when you
open it up and
you just read the
Public Safety re-
ports,” Sears said.
“What I want
to tell you, dear
reader who just
likes the Public
Safety report and
the crosswords
and Sudoku, is
I feel your pain.
But my goal next
year is to snare
you in.”
As proof of
his commitment
and loyalty to the
change and suc-
cess of the paper,
Sears made the
choice to give up
running, a sport
that has been a sig-
nificant part ofhis
life since eighth
grade. He had to
tell the Seattle
U team that he
wouldn’t be re-
turning in the fall.
Though the deci-
sion wasn’t an easy
Seattle U graduates a competitive
edge in the job market for associ-
ate and clerk positions because of
their confidence and experience
with legal research and writing.
“Often times [our graduates]
are the ones teaching the other
new associates how to do things,”
Enquist said.
This sentiment seemed to
ring true as one graduate from
the program was quoted in the
Princeton Review saying Seattle
U legal writing students will de-
spise the program while they are
in it, but will be truly grateful
after they graduate.
Anna Dey, a 2008 alumna
of the Seattle U School of Law,
used the legal writing skills she
acquired through the program to
work in Monrovia, Liberia, where
she has been developing a legal
one, he is choosing to invest in
The Spectator for his final year at
Seattle U.
“I gave something up
pretty big and I did that be-
cause I really want to focus on
this,” he said. “I want to make
this count.”
Some might say that he’s
biting off more than he can
chew, but Sears doesn’t think
so. Having a paper that attracts
students is worth the hard work.
“All those student who say
The Spectator is just a place for
Public Safety and crosswords, I
get it. I’m going to earn your
readership back. I’m going to
do it,” he said.
Not only is he hoping to
skills training curriculum for the
American Bar Association Rule
of Law Initiative’s Legal Skills
Center.
“It has been so rewarding to
see how much the students’ writ-
ing [has] improved after only a
few months,” she said.
And Dey isn’t alone in her
work abroad. Professors Mimi
Samuel and Oates, who was also
the director of the legal writ-
ing program for 28 years, have
provided legal writing training
to more than 500 judges, mag-
istrates and attorneys in Eastern
and Southern Africa.
Enquist said their work has
played a key role in Seattle U’s
international recognition.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
increase readership, but he hopes
to inspire dialogue.
Sears wants students, faculty
and staff to know that he not
only invites feedback and re-
sponse for future Spectators, he
encourages it. Next year’s paper
will act as a forum for discussion.
“We’re going to be running
stories next year that might be
a bit controversial and that will
be a bit more touchy,” he said. “I
just want to encourage students
and faculty, if they read some-
thing that gets them going, let
us know. Because that’s part of
what being a paper is. Be vocal.”
Such responses will allow
The Spectator to better represent
Seattle U.
“I want nothing more than to
have a paper thatreflects the com-
munity that it’s coming from,”
he said.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
SyBean | The Spectator
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Capitol Hill resident beginning run for US President
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
For manyregistered voters, the decision for
Novembers presidential election has already
narrowed down to a choice between Obama
or Romney. As ofJune 23, however, voters in
Washington will have the opportunity to sup-
port a Seattle resident as hebegins the journey
to become a candidate.
Financial adviser and economist Dick
McCormick felt betrayed bythe country’s gov-
ernment and recent handling ofthe economy
and foreign policy, so he decided to take ac-
tion into his own hands more than a year ago
by registering for candidacy with the Federal
Election Commission.
“Like most things in life, there are many
reasons that some things happen. The main
issue that initially got me charged up was the
wars, going all the way back to Vietnam,”
said McCormick in a recent phone inter-
view. “These wars are tragic — the finan-
cial expenses involved are breaking our
financial country.”
Agraduate of the University ofWashington
with a degree in finance, McCormick has been
working with the economy for 40 years. As
he said on his website, his experience in the
financial sector has givenhim a first-hand per-
spective on the effect ofrules and regulations
handed down by the government.
McCormick has lived on Capitol Hill
for 40 years, and believes that he knows the
people and neighborhood well enough to
represent the community’sgoals and needs in
his candidacy.
Right: Dick McCormick posts a campaign
poster. Far right: McCormick, shown at
Seattle University on May 24, is running as
an Independent candidate for President of
the United States. McCormick, a longtime
Capitol Hill resident, plans to hold a June 23
rally at Volunteer Park in order to reach the
1,000signatures needed for inclusion on the
Washington state ballot.
US Bank hopes to maintain Seattle U partnership
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
On the back of each Seattle
U student card, there is a small
US Bank logo. However, many
students appear uninterested in
utilizing the US Bank cash card
feature, though it is unclear if
May 30, 2012
adoption of the feature reflects
that disinterest.
Teri Charest, a public relations
representative from US Bank’s
corporate offices in Minnesota,
declined in an email to comment
on the actual number ofstudents
utilizing the service, citing com-
petitive concerns.
“I believe that I should be described to vot-
ers as a fiscalconservative and a social liberal,”
McCormicksaid. “I don’t really resonate with
either party. I would like to be classified as
one-part Republican and one-part Democrat.
I find that view also resonates with a lot of
I hope to elevate the
conversation and get
people thinking.... If I
win, that’s cool too.
c_
Dick McCormick
Presidential Candidate
people, especially on Capitol Hill.”
Often, those with fiscally conservative
and socially liberal views classify themselves
as libertarians, a party that has recently seen
more mainstream success and appears to be
Students were informed at
the beginning of the year about
the service.
“I [heard about it from]
Summer in Seattle, so the ori-
entation in July. When they
printed our cards for us, they
told us about the service US
Bank offers. You can tie a debit
growing substantial pockets offollowers across
the country.
McCormick believes that we need to el-
evate the conversation that is bankrupting the
country. He voted for Obama in 2008 be-
cause he supported the then-candidate’s pro-
posed 16-month time-table to remove troops
from Iraq.
However, 36 months later, United States
troops were kicked out ofIraq by the Iraqi
government despite protests from President
Obama and his Secretary of Defense.
McCormick argues that because of this, there
is no reason to give Obama credit for remov-
ing the troops from Iraq. Much evidence
points to the fact that administration officials
were actually drafting a plan that wouldkeep
United States troops in the region for several
more years when the Iraqi government de-
manded the troops exit.
“I feel that I was lied to and betrayed
by Obama — but Republicans are also ly-
ing to us,” he said. “Our country is not in
threat of being invaded by a foreign power.
The threat to this country is from within; the
account to your SU card,” said
Eric Kennedy, freshman envi-
ronmental science and business
economics major.
However, it appears as though
only a handful of students take
advantage of this service of-
fered by US Bank. According to
Kennedy, he knows only about
two or three other people who
use their cards as cash cards.
Again, US Bank refused to
release those numbers, though
Charest in the same email praised
the relationship the bank has
with the university and the larger
community, citing “exceptional
support” and expressedher desire
that the relationship continue.
On US Bank’s website, it says,
“By combining your student ID
with a US Bank checking account,
you can use this card at any ATM
or make PIN debit purchases, and
the amount will be automatically
deducted from your US Bank
Checking account.”
This means that students can
set up a free checking account
at any US Bank with no main-
tenance or minimum fee. And
they can link their student card
with their account to withdraw
money.
“I already had a US Bank
news
threat is that we will collapse under the bank-
ruptcy from the trillion-dollar cost of fighting
these wars.”
One of the main things that McCormick
has learned in his process is that running for
president is very difficult when you aren’t a
member of the Republican or Democratic
parties. For presidential elections, each
state controls which candidates go on their
ballot. McCormick said that Washington
is the only state he’s come across thus far
that requires a nominating convention for
independent candidates.
McCormick is planning to have his nomi-
nating convention on June 23 in Volunteer
Park. He hopes that all Seattle University stu-
dents who are registered voters in Washington,
as well as community members, will come to
enjoy the band, food and overall good time.
“I hope to elevate the conversation and get
people thinking,” McCormicksaid. “IfI win,
that’s cool too.”
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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account that my dad uses to
transfer funds to me if I need.
So it makes it convenient because
I didn’t actually have a US Bank
debit card at the time so it’ll get
me to use it,” Kennedy said.
While this service can be help-
ful and convenient for students,
they should remember that their
card does not replace a debit card.
It cannot be used at a store to
swipe.
Eric Kennedy knows
only two or three other
students who utilize
the cash card feature.
“I think [there are] miscon-
ceptions that it can be used as a
debit card,” Kennedy said. “It’s
just a cash card. As far as that
goes, it’s been really great. But
cash cards can only be so useful.”
Charest emphasized that the
company has received no com-
plaints about the service.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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kiqo kitchen
s-/ 'll
Dear Seattle University,
We are Kigo Kitchen. Healthy, affordable, delicious
Asian inspired fare.
Scan our code or follow the link to meet us, recieve a free
lunch, and tell us what you think.
Space is very limited, please don’t delay
www.kigokitchen.com/go.html
6Students build better exhaust system for C-Street
Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
On May 30, Seattle University’s Project
Center will celebrate 25 years ofpartnership
with business, government agencies and non-
profit organizations, regionally and nationally.
From 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Sullivan Hall
Law Building, student teams from theCollege
ofScience and Engineering and Albers School
of Business and Economics will present
their projects.
The Project Center allows seniors to work
in teams offour and apply the skills they have
learned to real world projects. Some of the
sponsors for these projects include Boeing,
Microsoft, PATH and Seattle City Light.
Students must come up with solutions under
faculty oversight to deliver top-notch findings
to these sponsors per request.
Projects Day is a great opportunity for
engineering and business students to show-
case their knowledge in the field, and it is
common for graduates to take full-time posi-
tions with the companies thatsponsored their
senior projects.
This year’s projects include the “Cooking
Exhaust Fan Systems Project,” sponsored by
Seattle U Facilities. Facilities found that the
kitchen exhaust systems of the Casey build-
ing, Chardin Hall and Cherry Street Market
are not energy- or cost-efficient. Ofthe three
systems, the Cherry Street Market kitchen
consumes the most energy every year, and
per request, team ME 12.6 had to perform
an energy analysis ofthe system and propose
improvements to reduce the energy costs.
Under their faculty adviser Mike Larson,
fourstudents developed the following correc-
tions: adding side panels to the hoods, low-
ering the makeup air temperature by 10 de-
grees Fahrenheit, installing variable frequency
drives on the fan motors and modulating the
gas burners.
“We have looked into the current system
— what it currendy runs at, how much gas
and electricity that the system is using right
now,” said Edward Guevara, one ofthe mem-
bers of team ME 12.6. “We found that it
exhausts more air than necessary, the system
is on constantly 24/7 and it heats the air more
than it should be heated inside the room.”
Gaddie to focus on bike racks, banning smoking
Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
As ASSU’s president Katie
Wieliczkiewiczsteps down from of-
fice to embark on her post-gradua-
tion adventures, sophomore Nicole
Gaddie is also ready to move on
from her role as vice president to
begin the year with new goals along
with a new staff.
Sophomore Nicole Gaddie sits outside the Lemieux Library on May
28. Gaddie is the newlyelected ASSU President, as well as a member
of the women’s golf team.
the spectator news
“I really want to hit the ground
running come the first week of
school and get all the freshmen
on board to know who we are,”
said Gaddie.
By then, ASSU will be known
as SGSU — Student Government of
Seattle University.
Aside from branding the name-
change, Gaddie has three main
goals she’d likd to accomplish
To solve these problems, team ME 12.6
wanted to install variable frequency drives
to control the speed of the fans. When the
kitchen is not being used, the systemwill turn
off and vice versa. This will also modulate
the gas being used by the burners inside the
system, so that it doesn’t have to overheat the
air being brought back in.
“Our biggestsolutionright now is a simple
turn-of-the-dial just from 70 degrees to 60
degrees. By doing that we can save almost
$5,000,” Guevara said.
“It will cost $52,000 to installthese system
upgrades, but the total annual savings will be
almost $20,000,” said Larson. “Were going
to be able to pay forall the upgrades we make
in less than three years, and thereafter —
just saving.”
Another project this year is one that will
involve the new science building. The pro-
posed project is an extension of the real-time
control project, which is being completed and
installed this summer.
“Real-Time Control in Stormwater
Management” is sponsored by King County
and Seattle U to investigate combined sewer
overflow (CSO) control.
Under their faculty advisor David Jacobs,
team CEE 12.4 developed an EPA SWMM5
Left: Project design that was titled “Cooking Exhaust Fan Systems.” It will be showcased for Project Day. Right: Edward Guevara
was a team member on a project that was titled “Cooking Exhaust Fan Systems.”
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during her first year as president.
One of them is to train newcomers
and continue past projects.
According to Gaddie, there
aren’t a lot of ASSU returners.
Because of this, newcomers have
to relearn everything, which takes
a lot of training. They have to be-
come familiar with the organiza-
tion and how the office works,
learn how to talk to administrators
and know which ones to go to for
certain problems.
Along with training newcomers,
she also wants to continue projects
that they have been working on
this year.
“When the
group ofASSU-ers
hits the end of the year and they
graduate or they drop out, lots of
the projects they’ve been working
on also get dropped,” she said.
Next year, she plans to change
that bycontinuing to improve biker
life on campus, which includes get-
ting more bike racks and starting
the Bike Share Program.
The Bike Share Program is sim-
ilar to a bike rental system where
students can rent a bike for a day.
“We have a really big bike
hydraulic model ofthe existing conditions of
the Seattle U campus to evaluate the effect
ofOptiRTCcontrol on systemperformance.
OptiRTC is a new real-time control tech-
nologydeveloped by GeoSyntec Consultants,
Inc. Itpresents the groundbreakingpossibility
ofoperating a detention tank and a rainwater-
harvestingcistern in the same tank structure.
Studentshad to evaluate the performance
of an OptiRTC valve on the detention tank
at Sullivan Hall Law Building, which pres-
ents a storm water-harvesting opportunity.
The team also developed construction docu-
ments for the proposed valve installation that
they hope to prove works over the year.
“It’s a happy coincidence that the largest
vault on campus happens to be immediately
adjacent to where we would be putting the
new science building,” said Wes Lauer, the
faculty liaison for the project. “[The plan] is
for the University Services building to be re-
placed with the new science building.”
This year’s storm water management proj-
ect is a continuation of last year’s senior de-
sign project where students looked at imple-
menting green storm water infrastructure on
Seattle U’s campus. The students looked at a
broad range ofpossibilities and developed a
master plan to address storm water on campus
population on our campus since
we’re essentially located in the city,”
Gaddie said. “The Bike Club has
been involved with pushing the
Bike Share Program.”
Gaddies second main goal
she wants to tackle as president
is what she knows is a controver-
I know I’m going to get
backlash for some of
the things I want to do
sial issue: transitioning towards a
smoke-free campus.
Though Gaddie believes that a
smoke-free campus will be a good
thing for everyone, she also knows
she must reinforce the 25-foot rule
from doorways before the big tran-
sition. This would be her best ac-
complishment, she said.
In addition to becomingASSU’s
next president, Gaddie will also be
Nicole Gaddie
ASSU/SGSU President-Elect
while also looking at the bigger issue.
The main issue with storm water in Seatde
is that the city has a combined sewer system
where run-off from streets goes into the same
pipes that sewage enters. Though that’s all
sent downstream to a water treatment plant,
too much run-off can overload the system.
Some of the dirty water must then spill
into the nearest body ofwater. Last year’s stu-
dents came up to
with a range
of potential
projects to solve this contamination issue.
Some of those projects involved rain gar-
dens, permeable pavements and a master plan
that looked at harvesting rainwater and us-
ing it for flushing toilets. Presently, there are
about 14 tanks on campus that store water
that runs off from roofs. These tanks hold
that water and slowlyrelease it into the sewer
so it doesn’t hit at the same time overflow is
occurring.
This year’s students wanted to see if they
coulduse those existing vaults as a mechanism
for harvesting rainwater.
“It’s a great opportunity to actually imple-
ment a rainwater harvesting strategy in the
new science building,” Lauer said. “It would
be great, but that’s still a year or two away.”
Chelsee may be reached at
cyee@su-spectator.com
continuing her golf career, which
ties into her third goal.
“My third goal is sports-related
since we’re going to be completing
our transition to the Division 1 en-
tering the WAG. I really want to
welcome that athletic atmosphere
on campus,” Gaddie said.
Gaddie would like students to
attend games, which she sees as not
only supporting athletics but also
the university.
Gaddie also finds that her golf
career will help her transitionto her
new presidential role since it’s such
an individual sport. Golfers typical-
ly practice a lot on their own time,
and for her new position, Gaddie
thinks that can be beneficial.
Though Gaddie is nervous about
some of the things she wants to
tackle, such as the smoking-ban and
promoting athletics, she will con-
tinue to do what she thinks is best.
“I know I’m going to get back-
lash for some of the things I want
to do, but I’m a risk-taker and that’s
why I ran for president.”
Chelsee may be reached at
cyee@su-spectator.com
Chelsee Yee |TheSpectator
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A employee reported unauthorized use A non-affiliate used an emergency blue
ofa credit card when it was lost with her phone to report the theft of a cell phone
wallet; wallet was recovered. by her non-affiliate boyfriend; male
arrested for DV Theft.
HRL/DPS contacted a residence for a
burning odor; occupants documented
for marijuana and alcohol.
Reports of a suspicious male inquiring
- about identification for buildings; DPS
located and identified as Bon
Appetit employee.
DPS located a syringe in shrubbery;
collected item and placed in biohazard
waste receptacle.
HRL/DPS contacted a residence for a
burning odor; occupants documented
for marijuana and alcohol
HRL reported an elevator not working;
DPS responded and reset elevator.
DPS trespasswarned a non-affiliate
found sleeping on bench in an
academic building.
8
Campus Voice:
What are you doing
this summer?
PublicSafety
Reports
Suspicious Person
Monday, May 21, 3:35 p.m.
A student reported a non-affiliate male
requested her log in to use a computer
terminal; DPS conducted area check.
Theft
Monday, May 21,3:47 p.m.
A student reported an unattended gym
bag stolen.
Narcotics
Monday, May 21, 5:15 p.m,
Theft
Monday, May 21, 6:50 p.m,
A student reported personal property
removed from a music room.
Suspicious Circumstance
Wednesday, May 23, 9:20 p.m
DPS located two non-affiliates loitering
in a stairwell; individuals uncooperative.
Assault
Wednesday, May 23, 8 p.m.
DPS responded to a fight disturbance
which involved both current and former
contracted service employees working
on campus.
the spectator
et cetera
AutoProwl
Wednesday, May 23,10 p.m.
A student reported personal items
removed from a vehicle; entry gained
through a broken window.
DPS responded to a non-affiliate male
yelling and acting erratically; refused
medical care; escorted off campus.
Disturbance
Thursday, May 24,12 p.m
Theft
Thursday, May 24,12:40 p.m,
Suspicious Person
Thursday, May 24, 2:30 p.m.
Suspicious Person
Thursday, May 24, 5:30 p.m.
DPS contacted a non-affiliate loitering
near south entrance; uncooperative,
cleared on their own.
Narcotics
Thursday, May 24, 8:10 p.m.
Alcohol Violation
Thursday, May 24, 9:30 p.m.
DPS located open wine containers and
an open beerkeg in Fine Arts lobby;
custodial contacted to clear area.
Tarik Chakko
Sophomore, Economics
“Hanging around Seattle. I “I’m on the women’s swim “I’m working at Lemieux and
work part-time at a theater, but team, so I’ll be training forthat. looking for a place to live.”
I’m looking for more of a I’m also teaching and coaching
full-time gig.” swim lessons.”
“I’m taking a trip to California to visit friends and
explore the area. I’m also taking the NCLEX, it’s the
nursing state board exam.”
Medical Assist
Thursday, May 24,10:30 p.m.
DPS assisted other staff and students
intoxicated and ill while attending senior
event downtown.
DPS contacted an intoxicated non-
affiliate male in a lobby; trespassed
warned from campus property.
Trespass Warned
Thursday, May 24,10:40 p.m.
Theft
Thursday, May 24,11:40 p.m.
MaliciousMischief
Thursday, May 24, 3:15 p.m,
DPS located graffiti on water valve
covers; contacted Facilities.
Safety Assist- Biohazard
Friday, May 25, 3:20 p.m.
Safety Assist - Elevator
Saturday, May 26, 2 p.m.
Trespass Warned
Saturday, May 26, 2:40 p.m.
Allison Grubb
Junior, Music
~
HRL/DPS contacted a residence for a
burning odor; occupants documented
for marijuana and alcohol.
Disturbance
Saturday, May 26,11:10 p.m.
SPD responded to a residence for noise
disturbance for a loud party.
Narcotics
Sunday, May 27,12:30 p.m.
Disturbance
Sunday, May 27,11:40 p.m.
DPS witnessed alcohol-induced
behavior which included noise and
public urination from party at nearby
residence.
Auto Prowl, Attempt
Monday, May 28,12 a.m.
Report of a non-affiliate male attempting
to prowl parked Vehicle; taken into
custody bySPD for property damage.
Suspicious Person
Monday, May 28,1:15 p.m.
Report of a non-affiliate male sleeping in
a building; uncooperative, cleared
on own.
Narcotics
Tuesday, May 29,12:30'a.m,
DPS contacted student smoking
marijuana; forwarded to Conduct.
Safety Assist
Tuesday, May 29, 6:30 a.m.
DPS monitored SFD Haz-Mat response
to fumes odor in an elevator shaft
making patients ill at the Kidney Center;
SFD checked area and vented building;
restored to normal use.
May 30, 2012
John Zimmerman
Sophomore, Anthropology
Interviews and photos by Sy Bean
Emily Brodin
Senior, Nursing
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Dui'ing his 30 years at the
university, associateprofessor
of history David Madsen has
seen a “dramatic shift” in
gender, Madsen remembers
a time when Seattle
University had few female
facultymembers.
k A
Women in leadership
positions? Great. The
more the merrier.
♦
John Strait
Professor, School of Law
SHIFTING GENDER ROLES CHANGE THE GAME AT SEATTLE U
In the past 10 years, women have
replaced men as the majority of Seatde
University’s faculty and the trend is likely
to continue.
Today, Seattle Us faculty is almost
evenly split between male and female
members. According to a recent Spectator
article, 51 percent of Seattle U faculty
members are female. In 2002, 48 percent
were female.
Nationally, women are slowly but
surely claiming astake in higher education.
Accordingto arecent study bythe American
Council onEducation, the percentage of fe-
male presidentsrose from 23 to 26.4 percent
between 2006 and 2011. AsofMarch2011,
women filled the presidential positions
at Brown University, Harvard University
and Princeton University, according
to catalystorg.
Despite the rising number of female
presidents, women still held fewer tenure
and tenure-track positions than men as
of 2011.
Though this movement toward equality
in numbers is largelyconsidered positive, the
shift in gender is likely driven by an inex-
plicable dearth of male college students in
comparisonto therising number ofwomen.
Female students currendyoutperform men
at both the secondary and tertiary level.
“The phenomenon [in question] is the
disappearance of post-high school males
from college and university education.
Where are they? To be perfecdyhonest, I
don’t know the answer to that question,”said
David Madsen,associate professorofhistory.
Regardless of the overall male deficit
within higher education, it seems that the
number of male and female faculty mem-
bersat Seatde Uvaries based onthe specific
department orschool.
In some schools at Seatde U, it seems
that the gendershift is “old news.”
LOW MALE
PARTICIPATION
IN STUDENT
AcnvrriEs
Colleen Fontana I Stall Writer
INCREASE IN FEMALE FACULTY
“Those are issues ofadecade or two agp,
not today,” said JohnStrait, associate profes-
sor of law.
According to Strait, the previous two
presidents of the Academic Assembly were
female professors.
Within the lawschool specifically, wom-
en have made up the “bulk” of the lawschool
facultyfor years. Female members have as-
sumed amyriad ofroles ranging from dean
to professor.
The growing numbers of female faculty
at Seatde U has generated litde to no nega-
tiveresponse from the academic community,
according to Strait.
“Women in leadership positions? Great
The more the merrier. I don’tknow ofany-
thing on campus that suggests an adverse
position to that,” Straitsaid in avoicemail.
In the College of Science and
Engineering, the majority of facultymem-
bers are still male. When adjunct professor
ofmathematics JamesHumphreys firstcame
to Seatde U, however, most of the math-
ematics department consisted offemale fac-
ulty. The first three department chairs that
Humphreys saw were also women.
Now,however, Humphreys believes that
the department has become “traditionally”
male-dominated once more.
“The impression I’ve had ... is that a
number ofwomen have left and some of
thosepositions have been replaced by men.
It’sfelt to methat there has been fewer wom-
en and moremen duringthe time I’ve been
here,” said Humphreys.
According to Madsen, the Department
ofHistory hired its first woman in a tenure
trackposition in the ‘90s. The history depart-
ment, likethe mathematics department, has
been behind the gender curve and “slower
than most” in regards tohiring female faculty
members. Now, three of 11 regular faculty
members within the departmentare female,
Kellie Cox I Senior Stall Writer
Women tend to comprise the majority
within several student clubs and organi-
zations on campus. Though the male to
female ratio at Seattle U is undoubtedly
skewed in favor ofwomen, involvement
inequality is greater in some cases than
enrollment inequality.
According to Nicole Gaddie, presi-
dent-electofASSU, there was a time last
year when only one male served on the
ASSU staff.
“You could definitely feel the female
presence,” said Gaddie.
When the fall came, several more
males were elected to ASSU positions
and balanced out the staff numbers.
Currently, there are 12 females and five
according to Madsen.
“We’re still sort of lagging, but then if
you think that we probably only hired our
first female in the department 20 years ago
... faculties don’t roll over that rapidly,”
Madsen said.
During his 30 years at the university,
Madsen has seen a “dramatic shift” in gen-
der. Madsenremembers a time when Seattle
U had few female faculty members. When
Madsen was an undergraduate at Seattle U,
academia was primarily a man’s field
“As an undergraduate back in the
late ‘60s, most of the female faculty were
nuns. Their access to campus was prob-
ably as much religious as itwas academic;”
Madsensaid
Madsen attributes much of the initial
shift to a desire to remedy historical gender
imbalances within higher education. For
most of modern history, the expectation
was that male professorsand colleagues were
preferable. To combat the imbalance created
from such a preference, women eventually
became the privileged candidates duringthe
second halfof the 20th century.
Now that this gender disparity has al-
most reached equilibrium at Seattle U,
Madsen believes that it isnow possible for
administrators tohire based solely on aca-
demicand teachingcredentials. Essentially,
administrators should now be free to hire
the most qualified candidate regardless of
their sex.
“Now that you’ve got thiskind of equal-
ity, I thinkgender, at least in terms ofhiring,
has become less critical than it might have
been earlier, either to the detriment ofwom-
enor to the benefitofwomen,” Madsen said.
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
males and next year there will be seven fe-
males compared to the five males. These
numbers put the rate of male participa-
tion at 30 percent, 10 percent lower than
their overall level ofenrollment at Seatde
U. That number will change, however,
depending on theelections that take place
in the fall for freshmen positions as well >
as the positions for non-traditional and
commuter representatives. Gaddie said ;
the executive board is currently comm;
prised of all females but next year she
will be the only female with the rest of
the board being male.
This year, however, SEAC’s executive
board was entirely female and eight out
of the 13 council members were womens
Next year, 11 out ofa 17-person staffwill
be female.
Redzone’s officers consist offour males
I don’t think it matters
if you’re male or
female.
Nicole Gaddie
ASSU President-elect
and two females and such numbers re-
main about the same into next year’sstaff.
Doctor. Nurse. Engineer.
Teacher. CEO. Nanny.
Intentionally or not, you prob-
ably associate a gender with each
of these professions.
“While women continue to
make inroads into prestigious,
high-wage professions dominated
bymen, more men are reaching for
the dream in female-dominated oc-
cupations that their fathers might
never have considered,” wrote
Sheila Dewan and Robert Gebeloff
for the New York Times.
From 2000 to 2010, female-
dominated occupations accounted
for a third of job growth among
men, which is double that of the
1990s.
Most notably, the shift is not
limited to blue-collar or foreign-
born men whose choices are lim-
ited. The shift is occurring across
the board, indicating a possible
change in cultural attitudes.
The change was also quick-
ened by the recession, which led
more and more workers to seek
jobs that are allegedly stable and
recession-proof, like nursing
and teaching.
Bachelor of Arts in Humanities
for Teaching program coordinator
Nancy Bush couldn’t remember a
single male elementary education
major in all her past years at the
college.
“Traditionally teaching has been
a female occupation, especially at
the lower grades,” said Bush. “At
college, community colleges, and
higher education you’ll see more
males.”
Though male high school-bound
MEN FILL 'WOMEN'S ROLES'
Caroline Ferguson I Staff Writer
The high participation of females
is in step with national trends of
female involvement.
Accordingto a 2007 study in the jour-
nal of Research and Higher Education,
“Among entering college freshmen,
women spend significantly more time
than men on ‘responsibility-oriented’ ac-
tivitiessuch as volunteerwork, studying,
student clubs, and household/childcare
duties, whereas men devote significandy
more time than the women to exercise,
sports, and watching television.”
Though these findings are consistent
with study and survey results across aca-
demic literature, the article also states
that reasons behind this imbalance of
teaching majors will most likely be
in a fairly gender-equal workplace,
they still move through college in
a female-dominated cohort.
“I hadn’t really thought about
[my career choice] as a gender-
based decision,” said junior
Charles Stoll, who wants to teach
high school math. “It’s a lot more
about the value set and what it is
that teaching actually does for the
world.”
Sophomore Gabe Campbell
wants to teach high school theol-
ogy and is the only male member
of his cohort.
“In a lot of my classes, a lot of
the discussions fall around how
everyone feels, which I’ve noticed
happens a lot in female-dominated
classes,” said Campbell. “It’s more
about how you feel about a topic
instead of just receiving informa-
tion and moving forward.”
Aside from this difference,
Campbell thinks his female-dom-
inated classes are more or less the
same.
Seattle U grad and Masters
in Teaching student Andrew
Kreiter wants to teach elementary
education.
“Out of the 25 [students], I
want to say there’s seven or eight
[male elementary teachers],”
said Kreiter of his cohort. “It’s a
great number.”
Kreiter’s decision to teach ele-
mentary school has been met with
praise.
“Almost everyone’s been like
‘That’s fantastic, we need a lot
of male teachers in elementary
school,’” Kreiter said.
participation remain unclear.
The study said that “gender differ-
ences at the end of college are largely
unrelated to the college experience itself.”
Instead, gender differences begin in pre-
college years with the development of
differentvalues and patterns ofbehavior.
Simultaneously, the researchers don’t en-
tirely remove the responsibility for the
gender gap from colleges and universi-
ties saying that schools could probably do
more to reduce gender inequity.
Clubs and organizations at Seattle U
have no specific regulations in terms of
gender ratios on theirstaffs unlike athlet-
ics which has to comply with astrict Title
IX expectation ofgender equity. The new
Kreiter also mentioned that
many schools are specifically try-
ing to hire more men to even out
their gender ratios.
Junior nursing major Austin
Richmond didn’t consider his gen-
der in choosing a career.
“It was through volunteer work
at Seattle Children’s Hospital, wit-
nessing different occupations and
what they do,” said Richmond.
“I saw that nurses spent the most
amount of time with the patients,
so that’s probably what I want to
do.”
Richmond has seen mostly posi-
tive reactions.
“There’s been a small amount of
‘ha ha, male nurses.’”
He also received initial disap-
proval from older family members
who would have preferred he go
to medical school and become a
doctor.
He estimated there are approxi-
mately eight men in his cohort of
90.
“Almost all of my nursing pro-
fessors are female, and almost all
of my fellow students are female,”
Richmond said. “But I don’t really
notice it, it’s not like ‘Oh my God,
there’s women everywhere.’”
“It’s just an average day in class,”
he concluded.
Caroline may be reached at
cferguson@su-spectator.com
women’s sport wasadded in orderto meet
the terms oudined for the university.
Gaddie said she sees gender equity
brought up a lot more in athletics than
in student clubs.
“I really just think it’s who wants to
be involved,” she said. “I don’t think it
really matters ifyou’re male or female or
whether there’s more opportunities for
one or the other.”
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
maggjm
It’s not like ‘Oh my
God, there’s women
everywhere.’
Austin Richmond
Junior, Nursing major
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Garden and Glass exhibit not for the Chihuly-savvy
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
The Chihuly Garden and Glass
exhibition opened at the Seattle
Center on May 21, showcasing
works of art from Chihuly and
contemporaries. Exhibiting a va-
riety ofmediums used throughout
Dale Chihuly’s career as an artist,
the showcase features art ranging
from original sketches to large
glass chandeliers.
A lot of time has been given
to the installation, planning and
execution of the Chihuly exhibit.
Each section of the museum has
informational placards describing
The showcase features
art ranging from
original sketches to
large glass chandeliers.
the history of the art, the process
by which the art is made, and the
period of timewhen Chihulywas
perfecting his art. Installations
the spectator
arts&entertainment
vary from great glass chandeliers
to four-foot shell bowls to poured
glass spines with neon illuminated
from within. However, the only
The installation in the
entrance of Pigott is
easily as impressive, if
not more impressive.
problem with the museum is that
if you have seen one Chihuly
piece, you’ve seen most of them.
While there are some pieces that
captured my eye in a way that
others haven’t, the majority of
the pieces in the exhibit are typi-
cal Chihuly.
Little was done that steps out-
side what one could consider a
traditional Chihuly piece of art.
The museum has a room dedicat-
ed to the oft-used Peruvian glass
ceiling that Chihuly is known
for. The glass ceiling, filled with
numerous colorful pieces created
by either Chihuly or members of
his team, hardly differs from the
The Space Needle peeks through Chihuly’s glassworks in the glasshouse portion of the Chihuly
Garden and Glass exhibition space on May 26.
one that is featured in theTacoma
Chihuly exhibit.
I tried to consider the effect
that each piece has, the amount
of time it must take and the
practice by which Chihuly and
company are able to create colors
and patterns within the glass, but
after about the 20th glass orb, the
power started to fade. Don’t get
me wrong, the amount and type
of glass featured is impressive, but
it is nothing that you couldn’t see
at any other Chihuly exhibit or
even in the Pigott Atrium. In fact,
the installation in the entrance of
Pigott is easily as impressive, if
not more impressive, than nearly
all of the ones featured in the
museum.
The only part that has any al-
lure are the installations that are
blended with natural plants and
objects in the garden outside of
the museum because these instal-
lations at least slightly differ from
the norm. The glass is exhibited
They nearly all have
the same shape,
same features and
undoubtedly the
same inspiration
in a way that complements the
shrubbery, but doesn’t overwhelm
it. That is, until you get to the 15-
foot furball of glass that sits atop
a mound of greenery. I couldn’t
help but look at the structure and
think of Shirley Temple’s hair or
one of those weird squishy balls
with tentacles, or maybe the
sun, which I presume may be
the inspiration. The point here
is that no matter how impressive
Chihuly’s art is, and no matter
how much time it took to make
such a piece of art, there is little
that is unique to his specific pieces
besides a change in color. They
nearly all have the same shape,
same features and undoubtedly
the sarr.: inspiration.
I wanted to like the museum,
I really did. But at $ 19 for a half-
hour trip through the museum,
I can’t recommend the exhibit to
anyone aside from glass art novic-
es. Even then, the most impressive
parts of the exhibit can be seen
from outside: two 20-plus foot
towers that actually differed from
the gangly tentacles characteristic
ofa typical Chihuly piece.
Despite its underwhelming na-
I can recommend the
museum to anyone
who is unfamiliar with
glass art or Chihuly.
ture, the museum does have some
good qualities to it. The movie
showing inside the theater about
Chihuly’s life, craft and exhibits
was interesting and possibly the
greatest part of the entire tour
because it wasn’t something you
can see just about anywhere in
the Northwest. It actually offered
something that you wouldn’t get
from a typical Chihuly exhibit.
In addition to this, I can rec-
ommend the museum to anyone
who is unfamiliar with glass art
or Chihuly. The museum does
a great job of showcasing all the
types of art that Chihuly has
worked with throughout his
career in a way that is informa-
tive, organized and impressive.
If
you
have any familiarity with
Chihuly’s craft, then the muse-
um is a pass because it probably
doesn’t offer anything that you
haven’t seen before. It’s simply a
collection of typical Chihuly art
that, although impressive in its
structure and magnitude, does
little that impresses otherwise.
Kevin may be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
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Congratulations to the Class of 2012!
Welcome to Your Alumni Association!
Please Join Us
2012 Presidents Commencement Brunch
U
Saturday, June 9, 2012
10:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
Connolly Center, North Court
Please join us for Seattle UniversityS annual President's Commencement Brunch as we
congratulate 2012 graduates on their academic achievement and welcome our newest alumni into
the Seattle University alumni association.
Graduating students are complimentary, and may bring up to 3 guests at $30.00 per person.
Additional guests may be placed on a waiting list by contacting the Office of Alumni Relations. If
there is more than one graduating student in your family, please contact Alumni Relations.
Registration required
RSVP by Friday, June 1
alumnirsvp@seattleu.edu
!H>
ALUMNI
RELATIONS
su-spectator.com/entertainment
The Spectator’s guide to on-campus foraging .
Walking aroundcampus, you might have wondered ifthose
berries were edible or ifthat flowering grass was really chives.
Chances are, you might have been right, Seattle University
is host to many edible plants, including strawberries (which
May 30, 2012
l Foraging Rules
1. Make sure you are 100 percent certain of the
identity of the plant before eating it.
2. If you have any doubts, stay on the safe side
and don’t eat it.
3. Onceyou are certain, try a tolerance test. Take
a small bite, chew it and spit it out to test for
allergies and irritants. After that, take another
small bite, swallow it and wait 60 minutes to
make sure it doesn’t disagree with you.
Healing Garden
Behind Garrand
Chives, sage,
grapes and
artichokes
Illustrations by Andre Wyatt
make up much of the ground cover across campus) and more
savory fare like chard and squash. The Spectator s edible food
guide will give you an overview ofwhat is edible on cam-
pus. Students, faculty and staff can also garden on campus
I Admin Garden
Behind Admin
I Squash, berries,
| apples, chard, clover,
I beats, tomatoes,
I potatoes
Shakespeare
In front of Fine Arts
Rosemary, sage,
thyme
arts & entertainment
! Safety Tips
ttHHI ■
The leaves of rhubarb are poisonous and should
not be eaten.
Hemlock is sometimes mistaken for a wild carrot,
but ingesting it can cause death.
in p-patches. The patches were previously behind Chardin
Hall but have temporarily been moved to the lot south of the
Broadway Parking Garage. To get more information about
the p-patches, email Janice Murphy at janicem@seatdeu.edu.
the spectator
Columbia Orchard
Behind Columbia Building
Rhubarb, pears, currants,
berries and apples
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Sasquatchology: An anthropological look at
the token festival folk
Written by Kelton Sears
Illustrations by Andre Wyatt
mmssmm arts & entertainment
The Canadians
- Often drunk earlier and more thoroughly
than everybody else.
- Still very upset about the Canucks.
- Friendly and talkative, will gladly discussthe
genius of Neil Young with a stranger.
The Fumes
- Can be seen wearing full body neon animal
suits/spirit hoods.
- Travel in adorable/creepy packs. Dance
moves generally consist of hopping and/or
flopping about.
- Aren’t you really warm underneath all that
fur?
The Shirtless
- Forgo clothing to insure a good time. Defi-
nitely always having the best time.
- Because dancing generates heat, frigidly cold
Shirtiess can often be seen dancing
riotously in packs as the sun sets.
- Extremely intense, regrettably pinksunburns.
The Meat Nuggets
- Attached to ungodly amounts of muscle.
- Meat Nuggets often dance to establish al-
pha malestatus. Dancing usual devolves into
simulated fisticuffs.-
- Physically lift women up to express affec-
tion.
The ‘70s
- Deny that Woodstock ever ended.
- Tie-dye shirts, peace symbols, entire outfit
crafted from locally grown hemp.
- Hair is generally longer/more pungent than any-
body else.
The Culturally Unaware
- Bought every Navajo print garment in Urban Out-
fitters.
- Often wearing a giant headdress/face paint/Viet-
namese rice hat/sombrero.
-Giant headgear is not only offensive, but highly
effective at blocking any decent views of the stage,
of the stage.
The Mid-life Crisis
- Over the age of 45. Arrived at Sasquatch on a
motorcycle/convertible.
- Blissfully unaware/painfully aware of age in relation
to 95 percent of Sasquatch-goers
- Definitely somebody’s mom or dad. Shouldn’t you
be with your children?
The Wee-Ones
- Underthe age of 15. Should be accompanied by
a “Mid-Life Crisis” but often aren’t.
- Definitely surrounded by too much smoke/alco-
hol/general debauchery. Seriously, where are your
parents?
- Braces.
The Unmoving
- Can be. found lying motionless on the ground
around the George in various positions.
- Often covered in some sort of blanket or shroud,
and coated with bits of dirt and grass.
- Are you dead? Did your friends leave you here?
Whatawful friends.
I'.'. .su-spectator.com/entertainment
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Artist of the past inspires artists of today
Holly Martinez
Staff Writer
Inspired by the home of a fa-
mous Seattle artist, the Hedreen
Gallery will, display material-
driven work from the James and
Janie Washington Cultural Center
this June.
In September, Seattle
University’s Fine ArtsDepartment
was contacted by local artist Paula
Stokes, board member of the James
and Janie Washington Cultural
Center. Once Stokes indicated
interest in collaborating on an ex-
hibit, board members from both
the Cultural Center and Fine Arts
Department decided to organize a
show at the Lee Center’s Hedreen
Gallery that would feature artists
from the Cultural Center’s artist-
in-residence program.
In order to be considered for
the show, each artist who had
completed residency was asked
The exhibit will feature
artists from the Cultural
Center’s artist-in-
residence program.
to submit three works that were
inspired by their stay in the for-
mer home of lauded Seattle art-
ist James Washington. Of the
works presented, board members
selected one piece from each art-
ist that was believed to best echo
Washington’s own interests and
artistic ethos.
Washington was born in 1909
and eventually moved to Seattle
where he was devoted to improving
Sundborg embarks on a poetic shopping spree
j
excursion for the
be a fun thingto do be-
cause I knew Father Stevewas get-
ting more interested in poetry and
reading it more energetically,” said
He helped to
buy books that
strengthened Seattle
U’s poetry collection.
John Popko
University Librarian
Popko. “He helped to buy books
that strengthened Seattle U’s po-
etry collection, for students and
faculty to use and that [Sundborg]
could check out.”
On a Saturday in March,
Seattle U Writer-in-Residence
Sam Green, Popko and
Sundborg made their way to
the poetry bookstore Open
Books in Wallingford to make
the community through civic ac-
tion,and art. Washington began
his artistic career as a painter.
However, after visiting Diego
Rivera in Mexico, he began
sculpting stone.
“James Washington became
one of the most important and
“Sometimes a piece of
wood or lump of rock
cries out... to become
something new.”
inspiring artists to ever live in
Seattle,” said fine arts professor
Jessica Powers. “In his life he
combined a tireless spirit of civil
service with wide-ranging artistic
insight as a painter and sculptor.”
Washington focused on art as
a universal platform for individu-
als to join as a community in an
emotional and mystical way.
The upcoming exhibit will fea-
ture pieces from 20 former resi-
dent artists and is intended to be
a physical, emotional, social and
spiritual exploration of different
artistic materials and the message
each platform creates while also
serving as a tribute to Washington
himself.
“Sometimes a piece ofwood or
lump ofrock cries out to not only
to be used, but to use an artist’s
hands to become something new,”
Powers said.
The Cultural Center is locat-
ed in the Central District and is
dedicated to supporting emerging
visual artists by providing them
their acquisitions.
“I can’t describe the thrill of be-
ing invited along on that Saturday
afternoon,” Sundborg said. “It
was a poetic holiday going to the
bookstore with those men.”
Moving at a leisurely and se-
date pace, Sundborg puttered
around the store in search of the
book he wanted before quietly sit-
ting down to enjoy his choice.
In comparison, Sundborg was
amazed at the energy and enthu-
siasm Popko and Green exerted
while looking for books.
“[Popko and Green] seemed
to be like excited children, run-
ning around and out of breath,”
Sundborg said. “They were so ex-
cited about what they were find-
ing and what they were able to
be purchasing.”
That day, the men chose 122
poetry books to be added to the
Lemieux Library, which were pur-
chased through the annual acqui-
sitions budget.
“Poetry books are not that ex-
pensive so you get a lot for your
money,” Popko said. “I thought it
would be a good fit for what [the
university] is trying to make the
Jessica Powers
Professor, Fine Arts
Loren Elliott | TheSpectator
Matthew Green’s exhibition is comprised of eyeballs glued to the wall. It is on display in the Hedreen
Gallery with the eyes positioned to peer out the 12th Avenue windows.
with time and space to workwhile
also being cost effective.
Artists accepted into the pro-
gram are granted a one-month
residency during which they are
provided with the work space,
ability to experiment, technical
assistance and equipment to pro-
duce works on a scale whichmight
otherwise be unaffordable.
The home and garden ofJames
Washington, as well as a private
art studio for resident artists, com-
pose the Cultural Center. Many
of Washington’s personal effects,
such as correspondence, sketch-
books, awards, poetry, video and
audio recordings, photographs
and manuscripts are available in
library become.”
The majority of the books
are written by contemporary
Northwest authors since many of
the established poets are already
well-represented in the Lemieux
The collection is a
treasure trove of work
from Northwest poets.
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S. J.
University President
Library’s collection.
“[The books],range from 1996
Nobel Prize winner Wislawa
Szymborska to the work of the
current Washington Poet Laureate
Kathleen Flenniken,” said the
press release.
Even though the purchases
don’t necessarily go along the lines
of Sundborg’s favorite genres —
psychological poetry and works of
authors who have already passed
away
— he still believes the
arts & entertainment
the Cultural Center archives,
A library containing an ex-
tensive assortment of books and
journals that reflect Washington’s
philosophical and social interests
is also available at the Cultural
Center.
“The Cultural Center’s pro-
grams support Mr. Washington’s
commitment to encouraging ar-
tisticendeavors through its artist-
in-residence program and through
community outreach and educa-
tion,” Powers said.
“One interesting anecdote
I learned during the process
of planning this exhibit is that
Washington’s smaller sculptures
are notorious for a very unique
purchases will help boost students
interest in poetry.
“Having these books is rich
experience for students at Seattle
U,” Sundborg said. “The collec-
tion is a treasure trove of work
from Northwest poets.”
- With poetry on the backburner
to novels, Sundborg believes po-
etry has become hard to teach
today’s students because it is not
a genre students have grown up
with.
“Poetry is not something stu-
dents have typically grown up
with and are ordinarily comfort-
able or familiar with,” Sundborg
said. “This is a period of time
where poetry’s role in literature is
changing from what it used to be.”
Since these resources are eas-
ily obtainable in the library, both
hope students will discover how
they like poetry for themselves.
“I think [poetry] can be a flat
out pleasure for faculty, staffand
students, when it has nothing to
do with their academic career but
instead their intellectual and emo-
tional development,” Popko said.
Sundborg hopes that not only
Seattle U students take advantage
quality,” Powers said. “Their own-
ers feel so emotionally connected
with these intimate stone works
that they will often hold or cradle
them as if they were pets, the stone
still humming with the compas-
sion and energy that Washington
instilled in them.”
The Material Calls: A
Presentation of Work from
Artists-in-Residence at the James
and Janie Washington Cultural
Center opens at the Hedreen
GalleryJune 20 at 5 p.m. Artists
will be on site and refreshments
will be served.
the spectator
Holly may be reached at
hmartinez@su-spectator.com
of the opportunity to check out
the university’s collection, but also
This is a period of time
where poetry’s role
...
is changing from
what it used to be.
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J.
University President
the entire community.
“It might be that the library
will be a new place for others
[outside of the university] to
visit knowing that this collection
of Northwest poetry is a superb
resource for the community,”
Sundborg said.
Hopefully, with this growing
poetry collection, the Lemieux
Library can foster Sundborg’s
love of poetry within the Seattle
U community.
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
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Women’s soccer eagerly awaits WAC transition
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
The Seattle UniversityWomen’s
Soccer team has been hard at work
this spring, finalizing prepara-
tions for the team’s transition to
the Western Athletic Conference.
The move represents the comple-
tion of a transition that took the
team from Division II athletics to
Division I independent to compet-
ing in a Division 1 conference with
the ability to perform nationally.
As part of spring preparations,
the team recently released its
schedule for the 2012 season. In
addition to hosting WAC oppo-
nents Idaho, Utah State, Denver,
and New Mexico State, the team
also has slated several tough non-
conference opponents to test
themselves before league play.
The team will open play against
the University of Washington on
August 17, before playing the ma-
jorityofSeptemberaway, including
big games against Oregon, Oregon
State and Portland.
“We have a really big weekend
against Portland and two Oregon
teams,” said sophomore Monique
Escalera. “After our 2-0 win against
Portland it will be really interesting
to get another shot to beat a top
team. Another big weekend is our
first home game against UW.”
Escalera, a midfielder for the
Redhawks was recendy invited to
a training camp for the Mexican
National Team where she will com-
pete for a week with a chance of
gaining a spot on the side.
The spring season also allows the
team to work on concepts that they
want to improve on before com-
peting in conference during the
Expectations high for men’s soccer squad
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
The Seatde University men's soc-
cer team is already preparing for an
exciting fall season.
Coach Peter Fewing returned to
the team this past Januaryaftercoach-
ing atotherschools and academies for
the past six years. With his previous
18 years ofcoaching the Redhawks,
Fewing is excited for the new season
and new recruits.
“Assistant coaches Ed Moore
and Anthony Sardon recruited the
guys for this upcoming season,”
said Fewing. “I've seen every one of
the new recruits play, except for Jeff
Rose, who just recendy came off an
ACL tear.”
Along with Rose, Fewing said
there are six other players who are
definitely coming to Seattle U next
fall. There are currently three re-
cruits coming from the surround-
ing area, including one player
from Seattle Sounders Academy,
one player from Crossfire
Academy and one player from
East Side Catholic High School.
Fewing also mentions that Rose,
the spectator
sports
fall. This spring, the team focused
on team possession and cohesion
within the group. The emphasis on
teamwork and cohesion is symbolic
ofthe desire the team has ofhaving
greater presence and connection
with the student body.
“Our team is pretty involved
on campus in different things like
service projects and things like
that,” said Assistant Coach Rich
Schreiner. “That’s kind of a focus
for us going into the fall to is to
have more interaction with the
student body in both ways: have
our players more involved and have
more students at our games. Our
first game against UW on August
17; we’d love to see a lot ofstudents
there.”
The move affords the team the
opportunity ofan automatic quali-
fication bid to the NCAA tourna-
ment as well as a consistent sched-
ule. The schedule, recendy released,
features a strong non-conference
component that aims to prepare
the team for conference play and
a hopeful qualification for the
NCAA tournament.
I think the big thing for us
is just to keep improving,” said
Schreiner. “Since we’ve transitioned
to Division 1, we’ve been success-
ful but the most important thing
and our goal every year is just to
get better from the last year.... The
next big step for us is to get into the
NCAA tournament.”
In addition to spring prepara-
tions, the team has signed six play-
ers to National Letters ofIntent for
the fall.
Schreiner said, “The big thing
about this class is that they are go-
ing to be a great fit for not only
the team but for the University. In
recruited from Jesuit High School
in Sacramento, was the salutato-
rian at his high school.
Fewing believes that there will be
11 recruits coming this fall, leading
the team to be 28 members strong in
the fall 2012 season. However, there
are six seniors graduating in 2012,
and there will be five seniors on the
team next year.
The team will begin their season
on August 8, with practices two to
three times a day. Fewing makes sure
to stress the fact that although the
practicing schedule sounds strenu-
ous, the team will be bonding over
the summer to come together as a
strong unit.
“Soccer's a veryJesuit sport. The
guys get to know one another fairly
quickly,” Fewingsaid. “The new guys
will be verywelcomed by the return-
ing players, and everyone lives togeth-
er in the dorms before school starts.”
Fewing believes that the more
time the players spend together, the
better the team performs together.
Sophomore goalkeeper Jake
Feener believes that Fewing has
helped the team to have a much
better vibe coming into the
Redhawk Renee Vandermause dribbles past a collision with Hawaii's Rachel Domingo during Seattle's 3-0
victoryonSunday, Oct. 9,2011. The game was "Pink Luau" themed to benefit the Susan G. Komen Foundation.
terms of their performance, they show us who will be playing as a the Sounders Women on April 13
all have the potential to get on the freshman.” , ,
field right away. All the incoming The Redhawks wrapped up the Kevin may be reached at
players do, its just up to them to springwith games againstUW and kdunham@SU-spectator.com
“He's going to expect a top tier
kind of team, as he's won three na-
tional championships at all different
levels,” said Feener. “The culture of
the team isdefinitelychanging. We've
upped our tempo on the weight and
running programs. We're forcingthe
most out ofeveryone.”
upcoming season.
The team is not only waiting for
August to come around to continue
their soccer practices and games.
“Half ofour team is playing in
the [Premier Development League]
to continue to branch out on their
skills and stay fresh,” Feener said. “We.
all need to make sure to stick together
and live up to the standard that we've
set for ourselves.”
Although the practices and games
the team start thisAugust will set the
standard, theyare starting points for
the rest of the season.
“We need to prove that we can
play well together, and we need to
come into the fall season ready,”
Feener said.
“We've just got to work hard,
and be very dedicated and disci-
plined about how we approach the
games,” Fewing said. “It's going to
Redhawk Jens Klitgaard recovers the ball from SacramentoState's Chris
Bettencourt during Seattle University's 2-0 win on Sunday, Oct. 16,2011.
Both goals, one in each half, were scored by senior Marshall Kosaka.
be a combination ofwork, strategy
and how we’re going to move the
ball from one side of the field to
the other.”
“We haven't made winning x
number of games a goal. We want to
compete every time we step out on
the field,” he said.
The team’s first game is an
exhibition match that will take
place on August 18 against the
University of British Columbia at
ChampionshipField.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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Students take advantage of sun at annual Rec Fest
Above: Studentsclimb the OAR sponsored rock wall on the Union Green on Thursday, May 24. Univer-
sity Recreation, Office of Student Development and International Student Center hosted the day of
games and prizes.
Left: Freshman Rebecca Tharp throws a Frisbee on the Union Green on Thursday, May 24.
Right: Candice Kuok climbs the OAR sponsored rock wall on the Union Green on Thursday, May 24.
Baseball wraps up season with series losses
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
The Seattle University base-
ball team recently capped a Pac-
12 swing, losing close games
against highly ranked Oregon and
Washington. In the Oregon se-
ries, the team led the second game
with only two innings left before
suffering a game tying single in
the eighth and a game-winning
double in the ninth. They faced a
similar defeat against Washington,
battling back from three down to
tie the game at four before losing
on a bases-loaded single in the
eighth inning.
“We did an excellent job. Evan
Ewing came in and got some big
May 30, 2012
outs obviously with the bases load-
ed to keep that game close,” said
The team faced
tough opposition
in several series
head coach Donny Harrel. “Our
bullpen did a good job of keep-
ing it close and the guys stayed
with it after being no hit through
five innings.”
The loss againstWashington was
the second defeat by the Huskies
this year, surrendering the series.
The series at Oregon was not as
close however, with the highly
ranked Ducks taking three games
at home, where they are 25-6 on
the season.
“One of the things that makes
it tough is it is a big venue,” said
junior Eric Yardley. “They have
one of the nicest fields in the na-
tion. So I mean trying to almost
humble yourself and make sure that
you don’t tryand raise your level of
play. The bottom line is thathaving
that type ofopportunity to tryand
compete with them is something
you’ll never forget.”
Despite facing tough opposition
that proved to be too much for the
Redhawks, the team felt there were
positives that they can take from
the matches with both schools.
“I felt good about the trip. I felt
good about how we competed,”
Harrel said. “But more importandy
it gives us some feedback to work
on within our own organization
ofwhere we need to get to ever be
close to being that type of club.
Even though we came back 0-3 we
learned from it and we’ll get better
from it.”
Oregon went on to be number
five of the top eight seeds for thd
2012 College World series, earning
the right to host a regional game in
Eugene with a chance to advance
to super regionals and then to the
College World Series. Oregon is the
only team representing the West
Coast in this year’s regionals.
The series with Oregon and
sports the spectator
Washington came on the heels of
a long road trip in which the team
faced Western Michigan and Ohio
State. The team faced tough oppo-
sition in those series as well, also
losing close games in those series.
“I think we definitely showed
we can compete with any team
in the country,” said senior Doug
Kincaid. “We definitely have a lot
of things to work on but I think
talent wise we can compete with
just about anybody.”
Seattle wrapped up the season
with games against the University
of Portland over Memorial
Day weekend.
Kevin may be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
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STAFF EDITORIALS
City needs to provide
opportunities for youth
In response toaspate ofgun violence overMemorial Day week-
end, Mayor MikeMcGinn said that the police can onlydo somuch
and that more community involvement is needed to stop the vio-
lence, according toThe SeattleTimes. The SeattleTimes spoke with
local community members and business owners who expressed
similar sentiments.
Preventative measures, it would seem, are the order of the day.
Clinics for at riskyouth, speeches, community events, rallies, these
are the thingswhich are meant to prevent troubled Seattleites from
picking up a gun and committing violence against their fellow
citizens. Two different methods of dealing with gun violence are
being advocated by the SPD, the mayors office, and certain pri-
vate citizens: tighter gun control, and more community outreach
to help deter young people from becoming violent. Some groups
come down on the its-the-guns-fault side of things and others want
to target the potential shooters themselves, bringing to mind the
anti-gun control motto “guns don’t kill people, people kill people.”
The majority of concerned parties, however, seem to favor a
two pronged strategy, which encompassesboth of these methods.
Regardless, akeycomponent seems to be missing in the discussion.
Young people need not have access to guns. Young people need
to be encouraged to refrain from violence. But most importantly,
young people need to be given something else to do. Youngpeople
without opportunities for meaningful and productive vocation
are more likely to find themselves participating in or perpetrating
violent activities, whether or not they are members ofa gang.
Mayor McGinn should be careful when inviting communities
to participate in the effort to end gun violence. After all, Trayvon
Martins tragic deathwas the result ofcivilian involvement in neigh-
borhood crime watches. This is not to say that the community
members shouldn’t do what they can, merely that the SPD should
re-concentrate its efforts on high-crime neighborhoods and take
responsibility for providing security to their residents. In the in-
terim, any community efforts in addition to policy initiative put
forthby the mayor’s office should focus onproviding opportunities
to at riskyouth.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Kelton Sears, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger, Sy Bean, Andre Wyatt
and Collin Overbay. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions ofthe authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not
necessarily the views of Seattle University.
Farewell address from the outgoing editor-in-chief
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
In modern journalism, a multi-
plicity of perspectives is becoming
increasingly important, not just in
professional journalism, but in stu-
dent journalism as well. As people
become disenchanted with main-
stream media’s cursory approach to
the daily news, a great need is being
created for more expert journal-
ists who have specialty knowledge
in science and politics in order
to help readers better understand
their world.
When I joined The Spectator
staff four years ago, it was primarily
made up of communications and
journalism majors with the occa-
sional philosophy or English major.
As I leave, the staff is made up of
business, history, English, journal-
ism, psychology and other majors.
I would have loved to see a science
major join the staff, but still, we’ve
made some progress in diversifying
the educational makeup of the orga-
nization. This is essential in learning
how to better represent the univer-
sity community.
Students have an imperative to
communicate to the university com-
munity to shape the institution into
one they can be proud of.
I hope the university continues
to make itself worthy of its alumni.
I hope students use theirpassion and
intellect to challenge this institution
to aspire to more during their time
here. The energy is there in the stu-
dent body. We have sought a voice
in the direction of the university
through student government, serv-
ing on committees, and creating
multiple student publications on
campus. I hope the next generation
ofstudents continues to speak with
Seattle U needs to
prioritize goals
The end ofa school year naturally lends itselftoretrospection,
so it seems fitting for The Spectator’s final editorial to examine
the state of the university.
It’s evident that the school is in a period of change, and
the school seems to have been moving in several different
directions simultaneously.
We’ve made the switch to Division I athletics, constructed sev-
eral new buildings, committed to sustainability and have started
efforts to improve our science facilities.
These diverse interests haveled to speculation about the priori-
ties of the Seattle University administration. In particular, stu-
dents havequestioned our transition into the expensive worldof
D-I athletics, claiming that this school shouldbe about academics
or social justice, not about sports.
The discussion around D-I, and conversations like it, invari-
ably result in one crucial question: “What is Seattle University
all about?”
Sometimes it seems like nobody actually knows.
The answer to this question is obviously very complicated,
but it’s also clear that Seattle U has reached a point where we
need toprioritize.
As a Jesuit institution, we come from an incredibly long and
rich historyofacademic excellence. This academic tradition needs
to be Seattle U’s primary mission. While our commitment to
social justice is also well-founded in Jesuit tradition, we believe
a strong academic education must form the foundation of our
individual efforts to work for social justice in the world.
Ofparticular concern is the physical growth ofour campus.
In last few years have seen the construction and acquisition of
several large apartment buildings and residence halls. While
some of these acquisitions have been necessary, the school’s ag-
gressive expansion needs to have limits, and more importandy,
the school needs to be more transparent about goals for the
school’s expansion.
The school’s determination to improve itselfon several fronts
is commendable, but The Spectator believes the school should
show a more focused resolve to establish an identity we can all
be proud of.
such a strong voice. It is up to the
students to pressure the administra-
tion to be transparent and keep uni-
versity standards high. We must be
active participants in our education.
In the past decade, the university
has focused oncampus development
in building first-classfacilities for the
growing institution. In the next de-
cade, the university should work to
make Seatde U more ofan academic
powerhouse. This university needs
more tenure track positions in all
colleges in order to attract scholars
doing cutting-edge research.
One ofthe reasons I switched my
major from journalism to strategic
communications is because, while
there is excellent faculty within
that program, there was little be-
ing taught about how journalism is
changing in the digital age, how to
use digital tools in a meaningful way.
The program needs new blood.
And this is true for many other pro-
grams on campus. Science, math
and history are a few areas that im-
mediately come to mind. This is a
good university, but what will make
it great is if the administration in-
vests more capital in its instructors.
Ifthat is not achieved within the next
decade, I think that would be an in-
credible disserviceto futurestudents.
That said, I have very much en-
joyed my education at Seatde U. I
could have gone the usual route of
choosing a single major and graduat-
ed early. Instead, I chose two majors
and stayed for all four years mostly
out ofa desire to continue learning
and a genuine excitement in my
course work I hope all students feel
the same about their education, and
ifyou don’t, let the university know.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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Ideas about college changing in America
Ben Watts
Debate Team Columnist
In 12 days, I’ll be a graduate of
Seatde University. A moment ofre-
flection: I’m grateful for the education
I’ve received, for the community I’ve
interacted with, and the mentality I’ve
grown into since attending. Seatde U
has, quite literally, changed my life. I
am happy for the changes.
But while I appreciate the way
Seatde U has changed my life, I can-
not help but think that future Seatde
U students will not have the same re-
lationship with Seatde U that I have
had. I am a member ofa dying species
—the economic andsocial conditions
which shaped my relationship with
Seattle U cannot last. Nor should
they. I propose that the next genera-
tion ofSeatde U students will engage
with their education in a fundamen-
tally different way.
Our story — from beginning to
end, from overeager high school col-
lege counselor to eternal debt repay-
ment schedule — is surely a unique
one, and one that deserves to be a
historical anachronism.
U-WIRE
IPO may fundamentally change Facebook
Andi Hendrickson
The Lantern, Ohio State U
When Facebook went public
Friday, its initial public offering(IPO)
gave investors the chance to own a
piece of the massive social network
via stocks. But with the development,
the company is boundto change, and
this time it’s not going to be just a re-
vamped homepage.
Facebook users have always en-
joyedanearlyad-free homepage,with
just a few easy-to-ignore ads popping
up. However, with Facebook trying
to figure out the value ofeach user,
investors and advertisers are going to
be trying out some new tools in order
to figure out how many quartets they
can squeeze out ofusers’ pockets.
Making Facebook a public entity
could be seen as giving the users con-
trol, but how many average Facebook
Seattle homeless,
youth often ignored
Dear Spectator:
Whileconducting research for a class, I stumbled upon some con-
cerning statisticsregarding the Capitol Hill neighborhood that many
of us live in. A largepart ofthis concern came from the fact that these
statisticswere constandybeingdemonstrated in frontofme yet Inever
made anything of it.
This lack ofrealization seems to be a common problem though,
as The Spectator and other local papers have had litde to no coverage
of the topic ofconcern, that topic being the high homeless youth
population on Capitol Hill. This is a large problem that often gets
ignored. I believe that this is evident in the fra that the most recent
study I could find regarding the homeless youth population of King
County was from 1991.
It seems that because so little attention is being paid to this issue
that very few people are reaching out to help. There is currendy only
one service in the area focused on helping and empowering homeless
youth and that service is PSKS. Without getting into too much detail,
PSKS is simplydoing itright and there needs to be more organizations
like them on Capitol Hill.
May 30, 2012
Think back to your hormone-
charged high school self— did you
make a clear, informed, evaluative,
decision about whether or not get-
ting a BA was the right decision for
you? Ifyou were like me, you made a
blind decision, based on the authority
ofall the adult figures in your lifewere
telling you to do so, and because you
didn’t know the hell else to do with
A chance at a good life
should not be tied to
massive indebtedness
your life. Not because you had a seri-
ous vision for what you wanted your
adult life to look like, and having a
BA was an important part of that, not
because you were carefully considering
and measuringapotentially disastrous
financial dilemma. My story, which I
bet is yours as well, is part of a larger
thematic shift inAmerica—ofevery-
one tryingto send their kid to college.
This is abad idea, both in general,and
users are going to shell out about $40
for a single share of the stock? And
once these users have a financial obli-
gation to the company, what are they
willing to do to raise the price tag on
their stock? .
Rumored changes to the website
include paying for “priority” status
updates so more people will see
them. While this might be good for
businesses trying to use Facebook to
reach more customers, it could clog
up news feeds with posts reminiscent
ofspam.
I think people who didn’t expect
Facebook to try to nickel and dime its
consumers were unaware of the actu-
al status of Facebook — a company.
While Facebook’s humble begin-
nings and explosion ofpopularity
were impressive, and its motives ap-
peared altruistic, it is a company after
all, not a nonprofit. Companies are
JoeyButler
in the specific American context.
This system (trying to send ev-
eryone to college) was based on the
American middle-class dream—that
parents willbe guaranteeing their chil-
dren to a quality life by giving them
a good education. But that dream
is suspect, due to two problematic
mindsets within American culture.
The first: everyone should be allowed
and encouraged to go to college.
One might conclude here that qual-
ity education should be provided to
the public. But because we live in a
societythat fetishizes markets, wehave
a second theme within education that
subverts the first: that the best way to
provide for students going to college
is for them to finance it themselves.
This perverse system has har-
nessed a nauseating amount ofdebt,
over $800 billion, upon the backs of
my generation. Ifyou can believe it,
American student debt is greater than
American credit card debt. Student
debt has become a bubble, in which
the price is ever rising because the
government guarantees a portion of
the price, and the public believes that
no matter what, the benefit of the
in business to make money
— and
Mark Zuckerberg has more than
he knows what to do with — not
to simply give away their products
because theyfeel like being nice.
It all comes down to the money.
How can Facebook make money on
the users? By giving them the op-
tion to spend more to have a better-
After all, Facebook
is a company, not
a nonprofit.
looking profile than other people.
Maybe bygiving them the option to
pay for a “priority” status update that
everyone and their mother will see
(and whose mother isn’t on Facebook
education is always worth the cost.
What a silly notion.
Not only does' taking on this debt
not make personalsense, itshouldvio-
late a sense of justice. A chance at a
good life should not be tied to massive
indebtedness.This isa form ofgenera-
tional indentured servitude. We were
bom into asystem wherewe were told
that would likelybe discardedwithout
crushing our future with a debt upon
which we cannot declare bankruptcy,
and we cannot escape. While the rich
get tax breaks, our futures get sacri-
ficed, because our society has decided
that the burden of making a better
tomorrow should be on the young.
But I am certain that this system
will end. This bubble, like all others,
will be popped. The Internet will
open educational possibilities for
the masses. And hopefully, the next
generationwill be able to adopt Jesuit
values without shouldering immoral
amounts of debt upon themselves in
order to do so.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
these days?). There is a possibility
that the future of Facebook might
include paying for features we take
for granted.
How much would you pay to
“like” your friend’s photo ofher ador-
able new puppy? I’m willing to bet a
priority status update that Facebook
will test the limitsof its users’ wallets
on each feature. Facebook is going to
change drastically and quickly with
more money surrounding its exis-
tence. But this might not be for the
better. According to Facebook’s data,
the website has more than 900 mil-
lion active users as ofthis month. I’ll
be interestedto see how that number
fluctuates when the company starts
asking for chump change to access
previously free features.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
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10 jokes The Spectator has
beaten into the ground thisyear
Giant
inflatable
Rudy the
Redhawk
Burying the bodies
n
Something
something white
"
privilege
wmm
Fur trapping
: ' I
Snowpocalypse
Quadstock puns
Mm
Mm
Katie
Wieliczkiewicz
Fr. Cyborg, S.J.
%
D1 Athletics
Thinly veiled jabs
at pedophilia
Corrections
It was written in a caption in the
Quadstock spread that Bearbot
was a student of Seattle University,
However, she is not. We regret the
error.
Please submit corrections to
editor@su-spectator.com.
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Crowds go crazy for Northwest Folklife Festival
For a listing of pubiir safety incidents
turn to oage 3.
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Crowds enjoy the sun at the Seattle Center Fountain
during the Northwest Folklife Festival at the Seattle Center
on Saturday, May 26. Thousands of people flooded the
Seattle Center for a day of sun, food, entertainment and
celebration of culture.
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